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ABSTRACT 

Italian secondary markets for private bonds may be characterized as thin 
markets, since they have a small number of participants, who directly bargain 
and sometimes produce significant price effects with small demand or supply 
changes. The purpose of this paper is that of studying an highly simplified 
market of this type. First we do not explicitly model the bargaining process 
(static approach), then we do (dynamic one). The traded amount is the same 
in both cases, since we demonstrate that it depends on Pareto efficiency, not on 
trade rules. Price on the contrary varies according not only to the approach, 
but also on agents’ risk-aversion. In the dynamic context it depends also on the 
last mover’s advantage. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The evaluation of financial assets in thin markets acquires a cen- 
tral importance in explaining the behaviour of prices such as those of 
the Italian T-Bills before the recent institutional changes or of scarcely 
traded Italian bonds. Financial analysts in fact would not hesitate in 
defining the market for the latter as thin, where thin stands for a market 

l with a small number of agents, 
l where small demand-supply changes may be connected with signif- 

icant price effects.(‘) 
Due to the nature of thin markets - in the above sense - bargaining 

theory seems to be a truly appropriate instrument for studying their 
asset pricing. 

The purpose of this paper, in particular, is that of using bargaining 
theory in order to study the equilibrium price in symmetric-information 
financial markets with few buyers and few sellers acting on their own 

@)We do not study thin markets in the sense of markets with a low frequency 
of transactions. 
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account, with no intermediaries. (2)(3) We consider limit orders only. 
We concentrate on the price (increase) for an asset with a known 

stream of returns, and for the sake of simplicity we treat the “bilateral 
monopoly” case of only one bidder and one seller. We analyze the case 
of institutional investors, who maximize the value of their final wealth 
over a finite horizon. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. The first part of the 
paper (sec. 2) uses a static approach, Nash’s axiomatic one. Within 
this framework, subsection 2.1 studies the risk-neut,ral agents’ case and 
demonstrates the dependence of the traded amount (price times quan- 
tity) on the Pareteefficiency of the solution; subsection 2.2 extends the 
analysis to risk-averse agents. The second part of the paper (sec. 3) 
uses a dynamic, strategic approach. Within this, subsection 3.1 sets 
up the model and studies the institutional investors’ Nash equilibria. 
Subsection 3.2 studies the subgame perfect equilibria with a finite num- 
ber of possible offers and counter-proposals. Subsection 3.3 investigates 
the same equilibria when, after any rejection, another offer is allowed. 
Subsection 3.4 considers the risk-neutral subcase. Section 4 summarizes 
and concludes. 

2. NASH’S STATIC APPROACII 

2.1. RISK-NEUTRAL AGENTS 

The set-up of our model in this case is the following: the market is 
characterized by the presence of a bidder (CZ) and a seller (b), who trade 
at time 0 in a single asset - a bond - against cash. The agents CL and b 
are interested only in the value at time a of their portfolio. 

Their initial endowments of cash are respectively Q and /3, both 
positive. Before any trade is carried out, only the seller owns the bond, 
in quantity q > 0. Short-selling is ruled out. 

The bond has an initial price - before any trade occurs - nor- 
malized to one. Each single bond guarantees the non-random returns 
r, = rl,7‘2, . . . . r, at times s = 1, 2, . . . . 11 respectively.(“) The returns from 

(“)However, it can be shown that in the presence of limit orders only - as 
supposed below - and an intermediary, all others equal, price indeterminacy 
arises, which justifies the present study. 
(3)Bargaining models with few agents and an intermediary are for instance (5), 
(4) and (6). 
(4)Please note that for the asset to be a profitable investment the sum of the 
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the bond are invested at the conditions described by 4S, the (positive) 
compound factors from s to n. We denote with @ the final amount 
C;” rdA. 

Cash at time 0 is invested at the conditions represented by a (posi- 
tive) compound factor from 0 to n denoted with 4. For the time being, 
this factor is supposed not to depend on the cash amount which is 
applied to. 

In order to complete the set-up of the model, define also A, the 
expenditure by a, and $, the bond-price determined by bargaining. 

As a consequence of the previous assurnptions - if we assume that 
there is no private information c5) - the set of possible agreements be- 
tween the players a and b is described by the couples of final values 

[(a - AM + A+/$, (P + A)4 + (q - A/$)+] , 

provided that 
l a) there is any net gain from trading for at least one of the two 

players, i.e. 

with at lest one of the two inequalities strict. 
l b) the expenditure for a is non-negative and not greater than his 

wealth: 

O<A<a. 

l c) the bond is not short-saled: 

Since in correspondence to the outcome 

returns r. must be greater than one. 
(5)This rules out the possibility of studying markets with a low frequency of 
transactions. 
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the two bargainers are indifferent with respect to trade, that outcome is 
described as the disagreement event. 

The set of all of the utility pairs which can be the outcome of 
bargaining is then: 

Sg {(sa, sb) E R2 : 

PI (~a, sb) = ((a - 44 + A+/$, (P + A)4 + (q - A/$)+), 
(a - AM + A+/+ 2 4, (P + 44 + (q - A/$)+ L ~4 + qa, 

oIAL:au,A/11,<q}. 

From the point of view of game theory, we then have a game 
of imperfect, symmetric, complete and certain information. We are 
interested first of all in its static Nash’s solution. 

In order for the Nash solution to be well defined, we must have a 
couple of agreements (sa, sb) which are strictly preferred to the disagree- 
ment event. The two conditions which must be satisfied at the same 
time for this are: 

PI 
(a - 44 + A+/+ > (~4, 

(P + 44~ + (q - A/$)+ > Pd + qa. 

The first one is satisfied if A > 0 and $ < a/& The buyer gets a 
return from each unit of A invested in bonds greater than that obtained 
on cash. 

The second condition above is satisfied if A > 0 and II, > a/& The 
seller then gets a return from each unit of A invested in bonds less than 
that obtained on cash. 

Obviously, the two conditions 11, < a/~$ and $ > @/r$ cannot be 
satisfied at the same time. As expected then, when the bargainers have 
linear utility functions then there is no trade, since all others equal the 
bond is worth buying if its return is greater than the cash one, and it is 
worth selling in the opposite case. However, trade occurs if we suppose 
that the return on cash depends on its amountc6), i.e., if all others equal 
we suppose that the agreement set is represented by the couples 

[(a - &$(a - A) + A+/$, (P + AMP + 4 + (4 - A/tiPl > 

(@Alternatively, we can suppose that the return on cash differs between the two 
agents because they invest their wealth in a different way: see the Appendix 3. 
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where the argument of 4 denotes a functional dependence. The as- 
sumption we introduce is that the function 4 is positive whenever its 
argument is and strictly increasing. In this case conditions [2] above 
transform into 

PI 
(a - A)~(Q - 4 + A@/$ > &4(a), 

(P + 44(P + 4 + (9 - A/$)+ > P4(P) + 4’. 

If we define 

&(P + A)4(P + 4 - /34(P) > 0, 
Pz(A - a)4(a - A) + a4(a) > 0, 

the first inequality above is satisfied by A > 0 iff 

while the second holds with A > 0 iff 

A sufficient condition for the existence of an agreement not worse than 
the disagreement is that there exists an amount A such that 

(A - a)d(a - 4 + a4(a) I (P + A)403 + A) - /34(P). 

The transaction corresponding to turning the whole wealth of the first 
player into bonds (A = o) satisfies this inequality strictly(‘). This means 
that there is at least a transaction strictly preferred by the two players 
to doing nothing. 

In addition, since the lhs and the rhs of the above inequality are at 
least non-decreasing in A, while the inequality is satisfied as an equality 
if A = 0 and in the strict sense if A = a, a sufficient condition for it 
to hold in a strict sense for every A > 0 is that its lhs be (strictly) 
convex and its rhs be (strictly) concave, as - with continuous 4 - in the 
following picture. 

(7)Since LY and /? are both positive and 4 is strictly increasing 0 < a[d(p + a) - 
4(dl and -PW + a) - 4(P)] < 0. A s a consequence a[b(P + CY) - @(a)] > 
-P[@ + CW) - d(p)] or (Y(~(cY) < (a + (Y)@(P + a) - p+(p) which demonstrates 
the statement in the text. 
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A 

Fig. ! 

If 4 is twice differentiable, the aforementioned concavity conditions 
are satisfied iff, having defined 

for every A E (0, a) we have: 

WI -G(a - A) < 2 and G(P+A) < -2 

We suppose from now on in this section that these conditions 
hold.c8) 

In addition, we have the constraint 

which coincides with the lower constraint previously discussed when 
A = 0. When A > 0, it is not binding whenever 

Since the rhs of this inequality is strictly increasing and concave in 
A, due to the hypothesis (41, a sufficient condition for the constraint 
involving A/q to be respected for every A is that 

PI q 2 (a + im(a + P) - &b(p) 
@ , 

(‘)This implies 4 concave at /3 + A. 
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as illustrated in the following picture: 

a * 
A 

Fig. 2 

Under the hypotheses [4] and (51, the problem makes sense, because 
for each A # 0 the set of admissible values for 4 has a non-empty 
interiorcg) . 

The set S described by [l] can be re-written as 

[6] S~{(s,,sb) E R2 : 
(SW sb) = ((a - AMa - A) + A@/$, (P + A)443 + A) + (q - A/$)@), 

if A # 0), 0 5 A 5 cx}. 

In addition, the agreement reached by the two parties is as ususal as 
sumed to be Paretc+efficient, i.e. to lie on the contract curve. When 

cg)An alternative set of hypotheses is [4] and g > &(a). If we do not assume 
[5] in fact, the binding lower constraint on $ is A/q for every positive A, or at 
least when A becomes sufficiently large. In this case for the set of admissible 
values of $ to be non-empty we need 

Since under [4] the rhs of this inequality is increasing in q, a sufficient condition 
for it to hold for every A is that q 2 &(cv). We do not discuss the set of 
hypotheses [4] and q 2 CY~(CX) in the paper. However, its consequence on the 
discussion of the model evidently regards only the outcomes which imply a 
reduction of ?I, to its minimum admissible value. 
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A # 0, the latter is characterized by the equation(lO) 

which in turn can be rewritten as 

The Pareto-efficiency of the solution (il) then determines the value of the 
traded amount (price times quantity). Since, as we will demonstrate, 
[7] holds for non-risk neutral investors too, the specific bargaining rules 
- in our terminology, the static or the dynamic approach, with finite 
or infinite offers - are responsible only for the price level. When no 
solution exists for [7], there is no trade, while the existence of one 
or more solutions opens the way to price-bargaining. In the sequel, 
we distinguish the two cases by saying respectively that A* = 0 and 
A* = arg A4 2 cr. By arg M we denote the constrained solution/s to 
[7], since by substituting the value of 11, obtained from sa computed in 
arg M: 

9argM 
‘= s,-(cr-argM)d(a-argM)’ 

(l’)Note that C$ is differentiable because of the hypothesis [4]. 
(‘l)N~te that the contract curve is well-defined, if we assume that the sum of 
the elasticity of substitutions between A and II, for the two agents is positive. In 
fact, under risk-neutrality, the indifference curves of both agents have the slope 
of the same sign. This slope is 

$1 + ?+qx4(x) + 4’(x))/@l 

with x = (x - A for a and x = p + A for b. Substituting the condition [7] 
into this expression and recalling that both A and II, are positive, the statement 
on the slopes follows. Given that, the locus of the tangency points defines 
the Pareto-optimal trades iff the elasticities of substitution have the same sign 
or - having different signs - the positive one prevails in the sum. The first 
case in fact represents indifference curves in the Eklgeworth box with opposite 
concavity. The second represents indifference curves with the same concavity, 
which - when tangent - do not stand in the direction of increase of the other 
agent’s utility. 
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into sb we obtain the following equality, which holds along the contract 
curve: 

sa + sb = (a - arg M)4(a - arg M) + (P + arg A4)4(P + arg M) + q+. 

The definition for the optimal value of A is then justified if we define 

PI it!f z ?a$+, + sb) = 
= qi + m=A ((a - &!~(a - A) + (P + AMP + A)), 

where the maximum is computed subject to the constraint 

O<A<cr. 

Two comments are immediate on the effects of Pareto optimality: 
it is remarkable that the value A* depends on both the seller’s and 
the buyer’s wealth - as well as on the investment conditions other 
than the bond ones - and it is independent of the bond profitability 
(@I; 
When trade exists (A* > 0), a wealth effect applies. This effect 
can be either positive or negative, but it has the same sign for the 
seller’s than for the buyer’s wealth. In fact, A* can be proved to 
be decreasing (increasing) in /? and in cr, whenever(12) 

#(a - A*) 2+G(A* +P) 
#(A* + P) <(‘)- 2+G(a--A*)’ 

Having outlighted the consequences of Paretoefficiency, consider 

(12)The results follow simply from the implicit function theorem applied to [7]: 

aA* 
ap=- 

#(A* + p)[2 + G(A* + P)] 
tica _ A*)[2 + G(a - A*)] + @(A* + /3)[2 + G(A* + p)] ’ 

dA’ #(a - A*)[2 + G(a - A*)1 
-= 
aa &‘(a _ A*)[2 + s(a- A*)] + @(A’ +P)12 +B(A* +p)]’ 

In turn, the theorem is applicable because we assumed 4 stricly increasing and 
[41. 
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then the set of agreements: 

PI S’d{(sa, sb) 6 R2 : 

(SW sd =[(a - AMa - A) + A@/$, (P + AM/3 + A) + (q - A/$)+], 
Scz + sb < M, d(a) I sa I s;, ,@(P) + ‘@ 5 sb 5 S;}, 

where the upper bounds s’, and sb are determined in Appendix 1. The 
set S’ is compact, convex and connected. 

We define also its Pareto frontier, represented in the figure below: 

F(s’) &{(Sa, Sb) E s’ : S, + sb = M}, 

along which the constraints on the payoffs - as demonstrated in Appen- 
dix 1 - become: 

t 
‘b 

kf - a@(a) 

mm + q@ 

WY(y) M-/-w(P)-@ 
Fig. 3 

To the bargaining problem defined on the set S’ we can apply 
Nash’s theorem:(13) 

THEOREM 2.1.1 (Nash). - There is a unique bargaining solution 
satisfying the axioms of 

l invariance to equivalent (UN-M) utility representation, 

(13)See for instance [7], p. 13. 
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0 symmetry of utility pairs, 
l independence of irrelevant alternatives, 
l Pareto efficiency. 

It is given by: 

Due to the hypothesis of Pareto efficiency, the solution on S’ is the 
same than on S. In any case in fact the solution is on the Pareto frontier 
of S’, F(S’). 

Due to the Pareto assumption, the maximization process mentioned 
in the theorem leads either to A = 0 or to A = arg M. 

As concerns the optimal price, which is worth considering only when 
A* > 0, it must be 

PO1 
argm;x((a - A*)~(cx - A*) + A*+/$ - C&CX)) x 

x ((P + A’MP + A’) - A*+/$ - /W(P)), 

subject to: 

The function to be maximized in [lo] can be written as 

-PP + A@(p + P)/$ - A2G2/ti2. 

It is increasing (decreasing) w.r.t. $J if 

?I, < (>)A@/C1, + PI. 

The first part of the constraint [ll] together with the fact that P is 
positive (A > 0), implies that the optimal value of 11, is 

which lies strictly between the constraint boundaries. The Nash solution 
is then as illustrated in the following picture: 
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Fig. 4 

Two comments can be made about the price which characterizes 
this solution. 

l First of all, $* is chosen so as to give the following payoffs: 

sb = t@(P) +q@+ (P -p)/2. 

Both players then receive the same payoff increase with respect to 
their no trade final wealth. 

l Secondly, the payoffs to the two players are equal, whenever 

and (s,, sb) belongs to S’ iff (sb, s,) does. This circumstance is 
represented, with the upper bounds on the payoffs corresponding 
to the Pareto frontier, in the following picture: 

d(a) 
Fig. 5 
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In this peculiar case, in which the set S’ is symmetric with respect 
to the line s, = sb, the symmetry axiom implies the symmetry of 
the Nash’s solution, which means the equality of the equilibrium 
payoffs(14). 

2.2. RISK-AVERSE AGENTS’ SUBCASE 

Assume now that all other things being equal to the previous model 
with constant 4, our agents’ utilities are not linear any more. Suppose 
that they are continuous, strictly increasing and strictly concave. The 
set S defined above becomes now: 

with s, and Sb defined in [1] above. In this case too the problem is 
degenerate, since its conditions of significance transform into [2] above. 
Here too however the problem acquires significance if we suppose that 
the conditions of cash investment (4) depend on the amount of cash 
itself, so that we skip from (s,, sb) to (s,, sb). Formally, the relevant 
case still corresponds to variable 4. More precisely, the problem is non- 
degenerate if conditions [3] are satisfied. The sufficient conditions for 
them to hold are [4] and [5], th e same as above. As above, we suppose 
that [4] above hold for every A, so that C$ is twice differentiable. The 
set which now plays the role of S’ above is: 

WI 

where M is defined as above, and the upper and lower bounds on 
utilities are a consequence of those on the payoffs together with the 
monotonicity of the utility functions. In particular, if s, + sb = M, 
the upper constraints become - for the same reasons than in the linear 
case - 

a:, = wz[M - P4(B) - @I, 
a; = ub[M - CU$(LY)]. 

(‘4)Please note that we have payoff equality, not symmetry of the solutions 
arg M and @*. In the latter case in fact we should have arg A4 = A* = ~42 and 
111’ = A@(P + p)/(2pP). 
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We then note that - due to the strict monotonicity of the utility 
functions - the constraint 

can be rewritten as 

where ui -’ (i = a, b) is the inverse of the function w. At least when 
the conditions for applying twice the implicit function theorem to the 
constraint u;’ (a;) +$‘(a;) = M apply, the strict concavity of the 
utility functions is sufficient for the set E to be compact and convex. 
By applying the aforementioned theorem with strictly concave utility 
functions in fact the constraint s, + sb 5 M can be shown to produce 
a concave Pareto frontier - F(E) - for the set 2, as represented in the 
following picture. 

Due to the properties of the%%% Nash’s theorem again applies. 
Since the solutiop lies on the Pareto frontier of E, A is bounded to 

be 0 or arg M, as determined by [7]. In the second case we can write 
the Nash solution for the equilibrium price as 

Ml argm$x [%(%) - %(&da))] [ub(sb) - ub(Pd@) + @)I, 

with the payoffs computed in A* and in the optimal value of $,$*. The 
maximum is subject to 
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As a consequence, the same remarks than in the linear interior case 
apply to the equilibrium trade. 

As for G*, in the internal case with differentiable utility functions 
the necessary condition for [14] - discussed in Appendix 2 - reduces to: 

P41 Ub(Sa) 
%(Sa) - %(4(Q)) = 

U;b+) 
ub(sb) - ub(h@) + @‘) 

with s, and sb computed in A = argM and in the optimal value of 4, 
?I*. 

In the internal case then - since the concavity of the utility functions 
guarantees that the sufficient conditions for the maximum with respect 
to II, are satisfied - the Nash solution of our problem has the following 
properties, which are proved in Appendix 2: 

THEOREM 2.2.1. - If the agents’utility functions are C2 on an 
open set containing s/j* A*. = arg M, then the equilibrium value of 4 is 
increasing (decreasing) with respect to the equilibrium value of A if it is 
smaller (greater) than +/[4(~ - A*) + (cx - A*)#(& - A*)]. 

THEOREM 2.2.2. - If both players are risk-averse, but the seller 
is more risk-averse than the buyer, and trade is positive, then the price 
(increase) in the Nash’s solution is lower than in case of equal risk- 
aversion, while the traded amount is unchanged. 

However, in this case, since we do not have an explicit solution 
for $*, we cannot give conditions on the price increase, 4’ - 1, for the 
model to be consistent. 

3. THE DYNAMIC, STRATEGIC APPROACH 

3.1. THE MODEL 

In the strategic approach we take as set of possible agreements S 
defined in section 2.1. We then focus not only in the result of the 
bargaining procedure - as in the Nash’s environment - but also on the 
sequence of tenders which lead to an agreement or to the disagreement 
event. To do this, we need to explicitly model the negotiation process. 

We imagine that at each time of a discrete sequence t = 0, 1,. . . , 
either the buyer or the seller tenders a quantity A and a price $. The 
counterpart may accept or reject the offer. In the first case the game 
ends up. In the second the players wait up to the next time of the 
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sequence, when the one who was formerly the proponent accepts or 
refuses the tender of the other, who moves first. The time sequence de- 
noted with t can be either finite (t < T) or infinite(15). In the first case 
the solution of the bargaining process can be determined by backward 
induction; under the assumptions specified below in this section, the 
backward-induction solution can be proved to have a precious asymp 
totic property, that it converges - for divergent T - to the solution 
of the infinite-bargaining game (16). In the sequel we analyze first the 
finite-horizon case - in which players know that the number of possible 
proposals is finite - and then the infinite one, in which the bargainers 
are conscious of the fact that the number of possible agreements chances 
is not finite. In both cases we denote with T the set of values of t. 

Prom the point of view of game theory, both in the finite and the 
infinite-horizon cases we have a game of perfect and certain information. 

If we assume - as we did in the first part of sections 2.1 and 2.2 - 
that C$ does not depend on the invested amount, the constraints 

lead for sure to what we called the disagreement event, that is the 
outcome which is indifferent - from the point of view of both players - 
to doing nothing: 

(a - A)4 + A@/$ = ~4, 

(P + AM + (q - A/$)@ = @P + qa. 

This agreement - in the set-up to be specified below - is reached 
at the first instant, and the game is meaningless. 

In order for the bargaining procedure to be meaningful, we then 
assume - as in the second part of sections 2.1 and 2.2 - that 4 depends 
on the amount of cash it applies to and that the sufficient conditions [4] 
and [5] hold. The couples (s,, sb) in [I] are then substituted by (s,, sb) 
as defined in [6], and the set S by S. 

(15)Please note that t simply counts the offers and counterproposals, while it 
has nothing to do with the epochs in which the bond and cash produce their 
cash-flows. The negotiation period in fact is assumed to precede any period 
of the bond life. This justifies the presence of infinite proposals within a finite 
agents’ horizon. 
(l’)See [l] for the asymptotic result, and [7] for a discussion of the difference 
between the finite and the infinite-horizon model. 
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We also assume that each player is interested not only in his payoff 
from the couple (s,,sb), but also in the epoch t at which this agreement 
is reached. The standard time-preference hypothesis applies. 

On the triplets (s,,sb, t) we assume that the two players have a 
complete, transitive and reflexive preference ordering, &, i = a, b, satis- 
fying the assumptions of [7]: 

l 1) disagreement is the worst outcome, 
l 2) A4 is desirable, 
l 3) time is valuable, 
0 4) preferences are continuous, 
0 5) preferences are stationary. 

Having defined the function wi(si, t) as: 

Wi(Si, t) = 
Si if (vaT vb, 0) Y (%, sb7 t, 

0 if (V,, Vb, 6) t-i (s,, sb, t) .for all (v,, vb) in s 

we will eventually introduce also the hypothesis of 

l 6) increasing loss to delay. 

Assumptions 1 to 5 imply that each player’s preferences are repre- 
sented - for whatever i& representing his impatience - by a function 

P51 bUi(%) i = 1,2. 

Both ZL~ must be continuous and strictly increasing(17). 
Under the hypotheses 1 to 6 we can define - both for the finite and 

the infinite horizon model - two standard types of equilibrium: 
l the Nash equilibrium, 
l the subgame perfect equilibrium, which is a Nash equilibrium both 

for the entire game and for each subgame. 
Since we are still working with Nash equilibria, the Pareto efficiency 

of the solution implies A = A’, as defined in section 2.1. Either trade 
is not carried out, or it is characterized by an amount A = arg M. 

As concerns the Nash equilibria, we do not end up with a unique 
solution for our bargainig procedure, be it finite or not. On the contrary, 
it can be shown(18) that each agreement (s,, sb) belonging to the Pareto 
frontier of S - defined as F(S’) in section 2.1 - is a Nash equilibrium 
both for the finite and the infinite horizon game. This agreement is 

(‘7)Tl~e proof of this proposition is in (FR), theorem 2. 
(ls)As in [7], p. 42. 
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reached at time 0: in fact, suppose that the buyer a always proposes 
(s,, sb) and accepts an offer from b iff its own payoff in it is not less 
than s,. Suppose analogously that the seller b always proposes (s,, sb) 
and accepts a buyer’s offer iff its own payoff in it is not less than sb. 
The equilibrium is then reached at time 0, when the first mover proposes 
(SW sb), and the other player accepts. This equilibrium is Nash, because 
- under the assumption 1 above and given the first move - it is the best 
result that the second player can attain. 

As concerns subgame perfect equilibria, we must truly distinguish 
the finite and the infinite horizon games. 

3.2. FINITE OFFERS 

In the finite horizon case, the equilibrium is studied through back- 
ward induction. 

If period T is reached and it is a’s turn to make the offer, he chooses 

where the maximum is subject to the constraints in [6] and to s, + sb = 
M. When trade is positive, II, - the corresponding price - is chosen so 
as to maximize a’s utility. The problem above transforms into: 

with A = arg A4 and under the constraint [ll]. This maximum is reached 
by minimizing the payoff to b, since the utility function is assumed to be 
increasing. In turn, the payoff to b is minimized by choosing $* = A+/p. 

As a consequence, a offers to b his indifference-payoff q@ + ,&#Q), 
and gets M - q+ - /34(p), which, if the set S has a non-empty interior, 
is greater than Q~(cY). 

In period T - 1, when it is b’s turn to make an offer, he proposes to 
a the minimum acceptance cash-flow. Since at T a gets M - q@ --p4(p), 
b’s proposal at T - 1 is m, defined by: 

u,(m) = &,u,[M -q@ - bY( 

or, due to the properties of u,, 

m, = u,’ {&,u,[M - q+ - LV(P)lI. 
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Obviously, this proposal is valid if it generates values of A and II, such 
that the corresponding cash-flow for b, mb, makes him at least indifferent 
between getting it at T - 1 or getting = q@ + PC/@) at T. However, b is 
not only indifferent, but he gains from waiting his turn: in fact, he gets 

Since m, permits a to reach a utility level which is only a fraction 
0 < 6, < 1 of his former utility, ua[M - q@ - &Q)], then 

ma < M - q+ - P4(P). 

It follows that 

@ + PN3) < M - ma, 

and, since ?Lb is increasing and 0 < C!& < 1: 

which means that the value at T - 1 of the “satisfaction” of b at T is 
smaller than the one at T - 1. 

At T - 1 then the seller, who is the first mover, gains with respect 
to T - in present value terms - while the buyer is indifferent. 

At time T - 2 a offers to b 

so that b is indifferent between getting this payoff at T - 2 or stopping 
the bargain at T - 1. At the same time, a obtains 

With a reasoning analogous to that reported for period T - 1, it can be 
shown that 

&%(ma) < %(h/l - mb). 

There is then a net gain for the buyer a - also in present value terms - 
in passing from T - 1 to T - 2, when he is the first-mover. The seller b 
on the contrary is indifferent between stopping the bargain at T - 1 or 
going to T - 2. 

Organizing the results in a table, we get: 
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Table I 

time T T-l T-2 

first mover 
utility of a 

utility of b 

a 

ua(M - mb) 

ub(mb) 

By continuing in our reasoning, and then going onwards instead of 
backwards, it can be shown that at each time t there is at least one 
player which looses from going on in the bargaining procedure, while the 
other is indifferent. Based on our assumption ( a) of section 2.1.) that 
an indifferent player accepts, the game ends at time 0. Both players 
loose from waiting: more precisely, they loose in each period they are 
the first movers with respect to the previous one. The equilibrium of 
the game exists and is the first offer (t = 0). 

In this equilibrium, the optimal price value depends on the agents’ 
utilities and on the number of moves which the agents can exploit. In 
particular, if T is even, so that at t = 0 it is a’s turn to move first, 
he is advantaged with respect to the case in which T is odd. In the 
latter b makes the first and final offer. The equilibrium then reflects the 
last-mover advantage structure of the game. The results of the game 
could be turned into the opposite ones simply by assuming that b moves 
first at the last bargaining stage, T. Alternatively, a symmetric solution 
can be searched for - as in the static approach - reducing the lenght of 
time between two succesive offers or making the choice of the first mover 
random (with probability l/2 for each) at each stage of the game. 

3.3. INFINITE OFFERS 

In the infinite horizon market, the assumptions 1 to 6 above are 
sufficient for the following two results of (9) to hold: 

LEMMA 3.3.1 (Rubinstein). - If the preference ordering & satis- 
fies assumptions 2 to 6 for each i, there exists a unique pair of couples 

(SE, $2, (v:,v;> E s x s 

such that 

v:, = w,(F& l), s; = Wb(Vi, 1). 
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THEOREM 3.3.1 (Rubinstein). - Every bargaining game of alter- 
nating offers in which the players’ preferences satisfy assumptions 1 to G 

has a unique subgame perfect equilibrium, in which player a (b) always 
proposes the agreement (sz, si)(( vz, vhf)) in the previous lemma whenever 
it is her turn to make an offer, and accepts an offer (v,,vb)((s,,sb)) 
of b (a) Zff v, 2 vz((sb > si)). Player a proposes (sz,si) in the first 
period, and b immediately accepts. 

We now specify the behavior toward risk of the agents - analogously 
to what we did in section 2 above - in order to 

l give an example of convergence of the finite-horizon equilibrium to 
the infinite-horizon one, and to 

l appreciate the consequences of the propositions just stated in select- 
ing from an infinite number of Nash’s equilibria a single subgame 
perfect one. 

3.4. RISK-NEUTRAL AGENTS 

We suppose from now on that the buyer and the seller in our 
bargaining procedure have linear utility functions within each period. 
The functions in [16] become: 

As usual A* = 0 or A* = arg M. In the latter case, we can appreciate 
the consequences of risk neutrality as follows. 

As concerns the perfect equilibrium with a finite number of offers, 
the solution proposed in section 3.2 above transforms into: 

Table 2 

time 1st mover utility of a utility of b 

T a CJa CO b(T) 

T-l b ua(T - 1) ub(T - 1) 

T-Z a uo(T - 2) ub(T - 2) 
. . 

T-2n’ a lJ,(T - 2n) ub(T - 24 

T - (2n + I)** b U, T-(2n+l) 
[ 1 I 

*(I 5 n I T/2), **(0 5 n 5 (T - 1)/2) 
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where: 

Ua(T - 1) %(M - &v) - q+‘) 
U&r - 1) 1 M - 6,(M - &(P) - q@) 

Ua(T - 2) 25 M - Sb[M - 6,(M - 4(P) - q@)] 

Ub(T - 2) 2 bb[M - &(M - Pd@) - s@)l 
n-1 

Ua[T - (2n + l)] z M - M(1 - 6,) &$$ - s;+ls,“(q+ + /34(P)) 
0 

This equilibrium can be interpreted exactly as the one in section 
3.2 above. As a consequence, risk-neutrality has no effect neither on the 
equilibrium trade nor on the epoch at which trade takes place. Price on 
the contrary will be chosen so as to make the payoff corresponding to 
those in table 2. All others equal, it will then be different from that in 
section 3.2, which guarantees the payoffs in table 1. 

As concerns the infinite-offers game, since in this case the lemma 
and the theorem in section 3.3 above apply, we know that - for A* = 
arg M - there exists a unique perfect equilibrium for our bargaining 
procedure, which is reached at time 0. The function 20, - taking into 
consideration the form of the utility function - can now be proven to 
be: 

Analogously for b we have: 

‘wb(sb, t) = 
+b if @‘b > ,&(P) + Q@ 

/34(p) + q@ otherwise 
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The two functions are represented in the following figure: 

K = m(P) + q+ 

Fig. 7 

According to Rubinstein’s results, and considering the form of the 
function wi, at time 0 a proposes 

and b immediately accepts. 
In this linear case however, Rubinstein’s results can be enriched, 

since we can solve first of all for sz, si, vz, vi, and then for the equilib- 
rium values of *. 

As regards the former problem, since we know that we are in a 
Nash’s equilibrium, so that 

PI v,:+v;; =s;+s;: =M, 

we can use the conditions [17], [18], (191 in order to solve for sz, si, vz, v;: 

PI s:, = M&$, 

s* = &b(l ” ix, 
b 

1 - &&, ’ 

Vs = M6d1 - ‘%) 
a 

1 -&6, ’ 

v; = M$+. 
a b 
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The reader can easily appreciate the fact that this values are the 
limits of the perfect equilibrium ones under finite offers, when we can 
work back an infinite number of periods. 

They still reflect a’s advantage, which can be eliminated as sug- 
gested in section 3.2 above. 

As concerns the problem of determining the equilibrium value of 111, 
when A* = arg M, since 

s -M-(~+A)~(P+A)+A@/~c,-~+, a- 

and [20] holds, the equilibrium price, which we denote with 4*, is: 

A*@(1 - S&J 
‘* = (1 - &)[(P + A*)4(P + A) + @“I - &(I - 6,)((r - A*)4(a - A*). 

In the infinite-offers game then arg M > 0 implies a positive price 
iff 

(1 - sa)sb(a - A*)+(Q - A’) < (1 - sb)[(p + A*)+@ + A*) + q@], 

which is evidently true if A* = a. Three remarks can be done on the 
expression of $*. 

l This price depends on trade and on the time-preference and wealth 
of both agents, as well as on the returns of both bonds and cash. 

l The optimal price is increasing with respect to A iff 

(1 - bb)[h@ + A) - A(P + &$‘(P + A) + @‘I > 

> (1 - &&%[a~(~ - A) + A(cx - A)&(a: - A)]. 

l Finally, in equilibrium there is a price increase iff 

A@,(l-b%) > (1-&)[(P+A)~(~+A)+q+]-6/&-&)(a-A)~(cx-A) > 0, 

OI 

A@(l-6,&a) < (I-&)[(P+A)4(P+A)+q@]-&(I-&)(+A)d’(cr-A) < 0. 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied bond equilibrium prices and traded quantities in 
a thin market with limit orders and bargaining. 

Both in a static and in a dynamic context, the traded amount (price 
times quantity) is determined by the hypothesis of Pareto efficiency of 
the outcome. 

As concerns the price at which trade takes place - when it is 
positive - we have distinguished static Nash bargaining solutions from 
dynamic Nash and subgame perfect equilibria. In the dynamic context, 
in addition, we have characterized both the case in which a finite number 
of proposals is allowed - so that agents take into account this fact while 
bargaining - and the case in which after any proposal there is room for 
a counteroffer. 

In the static context, price is implicitly determined by the Nash’s 
solution necessary conditions. Properties of this solution - behavior 
with respect to trade and risk-aversion - are demonstrated in Appendix 
2. Under risk-neutrality, in particular, both players receive the same 
increase with respect to their no-trade fin&l wealth. 

In the dynamic bargaining game every agreement - i.e. every price 
which produces for at least one player a payoff preferred to the no-trade 
one - is a Nash’s equilibrium, reached with the first offer. 

Among Nash’s equilibria, both under finite and infinite bargaining 
a unique subgame perfect equilibrium exists, reached with the first offer. 

Under finite bargaining, price reflects the last mover’s advantage: 
in our case, since we assume that the seller offers at the final stage, the 
equilibrium price is in his favour. 

Under infinite bargaining, the seller maintains a price-determined 
advantage, the last mover’s one of the finite offer case. In the risk-neutral 
case, in particular, we are able to determine explicitly the equilibrium 
price, as in the static linear case. 

Two comments are in order, as concerns respectively the level and 
the variability of equilibrium prices, when trade is positive. 

As regards the first point, the absolute price level depends on the 
particular structure of the payoffs and on the bargaining rules. We have 
indicated how to reduce the asymmetry resulting from our choices. 

As regards the second problem, when the equilibrium price is ex- 
plicitly characterized, its non-linearity in traded amounts and quantities 
is evident: this justifies the existence of significant price shocks with 
small demand changes, which is proper of thin markets. By compar- 
ing the results with those in Appendix 3, where different hypotheses on 
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the agents’ portfolio choices are introduced, the reader can appreciate 
the fact that these conclusions are robust with respect to the portfolio 
assumptions. 

Finally, we remind that in a bargaining game in which a single 
player makes all the offers he reduces his counterpart to the indifference 
payoff. The model with limit orders and an intermediary then produces 
no spread for the latter, and price intermediary. Our bargaining model 
then is robust also to the presence of an intermediary - acting as a 
broker - since bargaining between buyers and sellers can be interpreted 
as the response to the blind, unconclusive placement of limit orders with 
the broker. 

5. APPENDIX 1 

The lower and upper bounds on the payoffs are determined, in the 
general case and for the payoffs of the Pareto frontier, as follows. 

Generally speaking, from the continuity condition we know that 

minsi 5 Si 5 maxsi, 
A,* A,* 

for i = a, b. 
If we consider first of all the maximization w.r.t. $J, since the payoffs 

are strictly monotonic in II, - whenever A # 0 - and $J is bounded, we 
get: 

[20] mps, = (YC$(CX), 

m;x s, = (CX - A)b( a - A) + A+/p = 

1211 = (a - AM(a - 4 + (P + AMP + A) - P4VJ’), 
1221 m$n sb = Pd@) + 9@, 

my sb = (p + A)g5@ + A) - A@/P = 

= (a - AMa - A) + (P + A)4(P + A) + q+ - d(a). 

By the definition of M we have: 

[241 rnp rnp s, = &~(a), 
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Starting from the optimization with respect to A, note first that Weier- 
strass’ theorem applies. Exploiting the differentiability of 4, we get the 
following first order necessary conditions for the existence of an internal 
maximum or minimum of sa at A = 3: 

PI -(a - 7i)c#l(a - 2) - (b(a - 71) + (P/q = 0 

Analogously for sb, with a critical interior point A = A: 

P91 -(P + AM’(P + A) - 4(P + A) + @/?I, = 0 

The corresponding sufficient conditions concern respectively the sign 
of 

PO1 24’(a -X) + (a - 7i)qv’(a - 3) 

and 

PI 24’(/3 + L4) + (P + AM”(P + A) 

where 4” exists by the hypothesis [4]. 
Consider first a’s case. From the hypothesis [4] we know also that 

the function [31] is positive for every 0 5 2 1. CX: as a consequence 
the payoff to a is convex in A and the minimum only can be internal. 
The behavior at 0 is not determined, since no constraint on $ applies 
at A = 0, and consequently the necessary (sufficient) condition for a 
maximum at 0, namely 

can be true as well as false. There is certainly a maximum at (Y, since 
the corresponding sufficient condition, namely 
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is satisfied for every $J: in fact, it is satisfied for 1c, = c&/P, because of 
the monotonicity of 4. 

Consider then b’s case. From the hypothesis [4] we know that the 
function [16] is negative for every 0 5 A 5 o: as a consequence the 
payoff to b is concave in A and the maximum only can be internal. The 
behavior at 0 is not determined, for the same reason than in the buyer’s 
case: since no constraint on II, applies at A = 0, we cannot know - 
before having given precise bargaining rules - whether the corresponding 
necessary (sufficient) condition 

applies or not. There is a minimum at (Y, if the corresponding sufficient 
condition, namely 

4(& + P) + (a + kw’(Q + P) - G/11, < 0, 

- which is not satisfied for sure by every II, - is satisfied by some $. 
Summing up: 

I321 rnp s, = (CX - Z)~(CX - 71) + Z@/$J, 

[331 mjxs, = c&/$2, 

if arg maxA s, = a, 

WI m;xs, = c~4(cr), 

if arg maxA s, = 0, 

PI mp sb = (a + ,@$(a -k ,@ + (4 - a/$)@, 

WI mp sb = h@? + @? 

respectively when argmax.4 sb = a, and argmaxA sb = 0, 

WI m,x sb = (P + &$(P + 4) - A+/$ + @. 

As a consequence 

PI rnin rnF s, = o+(o), 

WI my m,x s, = (a + PM(~ + P) - /V(P), 
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if argmaxA sa = a, 

PI rntx rntx s, = ~$(a), 

if arg maXA s, = 0, and(lg) 

We conclude that, independently of the order of maximization, the lower 
constraints on the payoffs are those reported in the text. 

The upper constraints on the contrary depend on the order of 
maximization. In fact, depending on the order of optimization, either 

s:, = A4 - @#J(P) - @, 
or 

(a + p)d(cY + p) - &b(p) if argmxA Sa = a 
s; = 

c4(0) if argmaxA S, = 0 

and the first bound coincides with the second ilI arg M = a. 
Analogously, depending on the order of optimization, we have either 

sb = M - m$(cx), 

or 

s; = (p + A)d(P + A) - (A - a)&! - a) - &J(a) + Q@. 
and the first bound coincides with the second iff arg M = A. 

(“)Note as concerns the following result, that the minimum w.r.t. $ of b’s 
minimu; payoff w.r.t. A is @#@) + q@ both when the minimum w.r.t. A is 
independent of $ - in the case [36] above - than when that payoff is given by [35] 
above. In the latter case in fact the payoff is increasing in @, and consequently 
it is minimum when II, = AQ/p. 
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When we consider only the Pareto frontier of the set S’, A is 
bounded to be arg M. As a consequence 

rnp(o - arg M)4(a - arg M) + (arg &I)@/$ < s, 5 

I: rn$=(* - arg M)4(cx - arg M) + arg Ma/$, 

5 (P + arg WW + arg M) + (9 - arg M/+P, 

which can be rewritten also as 

6. APPENDIX 2 

When the value of A on the Pareto frontier is positive (so that the 
problem of determining a price makes sense) and the utility functions 
are at least once differentiable the first-order necessary condition for an 
internal solution to the optimization problem [14] is: 

with the payoffs computed in A = argM and in the optimal price, 
T/J=+*. 

This can be simplified to: 

1431 

with the same caveats as above on the payoffs. 
Prom this condition the following theorem can be proved: 

THEOREM 2.2.1. - If the utility functions of the two agents are 
C2 on an open set containing $* and A*, then the equilibrium value of $J 
is increasing (decreasing) with respect to A* > 0 if it is smaller (greater) 
than Q/[~(cx -A*) + (a - A*)#(a - A*)]. 
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PROOF - When A* > 0, defines as f($,A) the difference between 
the two members of [17], and denotes with t’, and V,, the following 
quantities: 

UC2 2 %(%) - %(%qQ)), 

ub ’ ub(sb) - ub(f%‘(P) -+- @I. 

In a neighbourhood of the equilibrium values we have: 

dS,/dA = - 
uh. 

u‘2(%) - - u&b) --, 
ub 

Since from the necessary condition for M 

as, -aSb 
dA= aA - = -4(s) - Ic4’(5) + a?‘/$,, 

where z = A + j3 or CC = Q - A, aj($, A)/aA can be rewritten as: 

As a consequence, since under the above assumptions the implicit 
function theorem applies, 

g = $1 - $J(41(z) + d(4)/@], 
and the sign of this derivative depends on the quantity in square brack- 
ets. 
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Choosing z = o - A we then have a$/dA > 0 iff 

4 < @/[$(a - A) + (a - A)d’(cr -A)]. 

This completes the proof. 
Skipping from the case of a unique utility function u, = ub = u to 

the case of different utilities - more precisely, to the case U, = U, ub = 
h(u), where h is a strictly increasing, strictly concave function, at least 
once differentiable - we can prove(20) the following: 

THEOREM 2.2.2. - If both players are risk-averse, but the seller is 
more risk-averse than the buyer, then the price (increase) in the Nash’s 
solution is lower than in case of equal risk-aversion, while the tmded 
amount (if positive) is unchanged. 

PROOF As concerns the price $I, condition [17] above for U, = Ub = u 
becomes: 

u’(sb) 

‘IL(sb) - ‘d&‘(P) -t @‘) ’ 

while for ub = h(u) it can be written as 

u’(%z) h’[U(Sb)jU’(%) 

dSa> - 44(a)) = h[‘df’b)l - ~W~UJ) + @)I. 

The left-hand side of these equations is increasing in $, while the right- 
hand sides are decreasing, if we assume concavity of u. 

Since the function h is assumed to be strictly concave, 

h’[U(Sb)lu’(sb)[u(sb) - ‘@dP> + @)I < h[U(%)] - W4PdP) + d’)], 

and consequently the right-hand side in the second condition above is 
smaller than the one in the first condition. As evidenced by the following 
picture, which does not reflect the appropriate concavity of the members 
of the previous equations, this implies that the optimal value of the price 
I/J decreases passing from u, = ub to Ub = h(u,), i.e. when the seller 
becomes more risk-averse than the buyer: 

(20)The idea is borrowed from (7). 
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I c 

* 

Fig. 8 

As concerns A, since the necessary condition for it does not depend 
neither on the utility functions of the two players nor on the optimal 
price value, it does not change with the players’risk aversion. This 
completes the proof. 

7. APPENDIX 3 

Increasing returns to scale in the use of money - introduced in the 
text with the monotonic function 4 - are meant to represent either de- 
creasing transaction costs - information costs included - or alternative 
real investments, as opposite to purely financial ones. Another case in 
which trade occurs between two agents as those in the text is that in 
which the portfolio choice of the two agents is different. This hypoth- 
esis, which is well suited to the model with different utility functions, 
transforms the buyer’s and seller’s payoffs respectively into: 

(a - Ah + A+/$, 
(P + 4~ + (q - A/+)+, 

with ~1 and Y two positive constants. 
Under these portfolio choices, the constraint on 11 - stemming form 

the existence only of agreements not worse than the disagreement event 
- becomes: 

Q/u I s I @‘lPL, 

and is non-empty iff v 2 p, it i.e. iff the return on cash due to the 
portfolio choices of the seller is not smaller than that of the buyer. 
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Trade however occurs iff the previous inequality is strict. When 
p = v in fact the constraint on $ leads to 1c, = (a/p = a/u, and the 
payoffs for a and b reduce - for whatever A - to the disagreement 
(initial) ones. 

In addition, when trade occurs, it takes its maximum value, cr: the 
buyer transforms the whole of his wealth into bonds. When v > p in 
fact 

so that argM = a. 
As concerns the equilibrium price, $J*, we distinguish the following 

cases: 
l in Nash’s bargaining solution, which exists unique under the hy- 

potheses of Nash’s theorem, we have 

$‘* = argmaX[,,(,~/~)-U,((rCL)]{Ub[(P+A)Y+(q-~/~)~-~b(PV+q~)}. 

If the utility functions are linear, in particular, we get: 

1cI* = 2@/(/J + V). 

l in the dynamic game Nash’s equilibria, every price can obtain, since 
all of the agreements are possible. 
in the finite-horizon dynamic-game unique perfect equilibrium a’s 
last mover advantage leads to: 

which implies the following payoffs for a and b respectively: 

au=M-pv-q~, 

pu - q%. 

l in the infinite-horizon dynamic game a unique perfect equilibrium 
exists, because of Rubinstein’s theorem. That equilibrium is char- 
acterized by the following payoffs: 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

I:; 

Exploiting the fact that 

A4 = q+ + (a + P)Y, 

from the first payoff we obtain 

c&(1 - b&J 
‘* = [@ + (a + p)‘](l - bb) ’ 

The same result can be obtained using the second payoff. 
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